1. AGAINST THE WALL

2. WEAR ME LIKE A CROWN

THIS IS A REMIX OF THE DICTIONARY
EVERY TIME I LOSE CONTROL,
I JUST LET GO...AND YOU KNOW

I’ve seen this forever now. Words never capture how
It morphs into my own truth.
The best way to spend my youth

FOLLOW PATTERNS OF A JACKSON POLLACK
I’M BLESSED WITH IGNORANCE,
I’M JUST IN TOW...AND YOU KNOW

Silently, I escape
To break down all the red tape
Plain, but not spoken out
These vapors turn into a cloud

THAT I’M RIGHT AGAINST THE WALL
WE’RE NOT WANDERING.
WE ARE NOT JUST CONFUSED.
WE ARE CROWING THIS WAY
CRAWLING BACK FROM THIS
WITH ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW.
WE’RE NOT STOPPING MIDWAYS
THIS HOPE IS A FICKLE BITCH
I WON’T RECONCILE WITH IT
‘CAUSE THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR,
WE’RE WASTING OUR YEARS
CUT THROUGH THE UNCLEAR,
I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO MAKE OF MYSELF.
THAT I’M RIGHT AGAINST THE WALL X2
WE’RE NOT WANDERING..SO STAND UP AND TAKE A BOW
WE’RE NOT WANDERING..SO STAND UP AND TAKE A BOW
THIS FRAIL SWAN SONG
MY JULIET FOR THE RIGHT WAYS!

My shadow keeps stalking me.
These words bring me sweet relief
This virtue will still unfold.
Be pointed out from the back row
You wear this crown around your neck
You take this boy around again
You walk in slow motion
You battle onwards and…..
I’ve seen this go down in flames.
I don’t fear what can’t be tamed
You never question why. Without any reason to try
I’ve seen us all fight this brawl.
Watch us fall down and crawl
Overcoming all strife.
Cut like the way of the knife
Travelling in the middle of the road.
I’m headed for a ditch to call my own
I’ve seen this forevermore. I’m tallying my own score
Struggles evaporate. Leaving me with no hate

3. mARSHLAND

4. once a sleepy backwater

It’s anemic.
we are looking pale again
check my vitals.
nothing left here will remain

This prodigy has no direction
Empty space without reflection

We’re halfway through My favorite month
So get away
on your own
Beat the fence of time
Fight this fIre.
Fusion Paranoia
So don’t hold it against me.
If I were a betting man
I’ll sacrifIce the rest
We don’t need to call it progress
We don’t need to share our fears
We could hang around for hours
And pretend we’re weird...
All these dreams seem kind of pointless
when we don’t amount to it
I’ve been wallowing in this misty
maze for weeks
We don’t need to call it progress
We don’t need to share our fears
We could hang around for hours.
hANG AROUND...

I’m released now.
I found peace in this wreck
I am safe here.
I am free to feel inept
Reconciled with the spirit of ‘81
I find my place at the side of forgotten sons
But sometimes,
sedition’s right
Run straight to the past.
I’m following bloodlines
we control our own designs
These feral creatures are working overtime
I’m released now.
I found peace in this wreck
I am safe here.
I am free to be inept
you’re my cloak and dagger

5. Clandestine

6. Beggars belief

This is clandestine
By design
In my broken mind
beCause I wanna believe by myself this time
In the haze with no clue where we tried to hide
Is left behind

Let’s drive to the edge of town. Turn around
take in all the lights. Give up on the fight
Until the break of Dawn

I’m Holding on
To a Notion that you’re never wrong
Play the reprise
And show them that this can be done with ease
This is clandestine
Follow my kind
It’s a broken shrine
We relate to a new sense of pride
Without feeling we all try To hide
What’s left behind
and i would do anything...
We knew the truth
On the cusp of a dawning day
I’ve always been faithful to what you believe
we build we break we all dilate
we sink we swim we all begin
to crawl to crave to bolt to break
we all...
i would do anything...

My mishap of the first degree. Has set us free
To follow down this road. Nothing to decode
I feel rested up tonight
Between my finger tips. This horizon in my fist
This moonlight drive. The time is right, time now to confide
(So) Let’s drive to the edge of town. the sun is down
come crawling out at night. cast away your plight.
this flickering headlight
The first wave that will push us back. Will never last
Going with flow. Drag us down below
I feel rested up tonight
Despite this sacrifice. I will see us on the rise
You’re my Everest. The second best
A pinnacle of mine
Clearer heads prevail. Just follow down this trail
Got caught for life. To my own surprise
I’m rested up tonight
I did my time. I feel rested up tonight
I did my time. join my under the moonlight
I did my time. I feel rested up tonight
I did my time....

7. FAWN

8. Mono in stereo

You said you’re fine
I forced you to deny
I bred those lines
Killing off this vibe
I pleaded and cried
So let the lightning strike
So colour in the night
And just run for your life

Hang on...
descent into waves
Where all the good die hung
Young guns resenting all
All the love that was brought

You and me..
To the nines
a far-fetched dream
But I’m feeling insecure
In the skies I will be
I will flee
So improvised
I did this out of spite
And so Ill-advised
It left me feeling right
I pleaded and cried
So let the lightning strike
So colour in the night
And let go of your pride
But I am caught like a fawn in the headlights
Sip from the devil’s cup
Caught like a fawn in the headlights
It tastes alot like 7 Up
Caught like a fawn in the headlights….you and me
This was home to me

The second time around
And I still play the clown again.
Confined again.
The clown again.
So feed on...
Sorry if I bleed on your ways
With all these truths diluted
So long farewell malaise
all along it was bought.
This perverbial perversion
I don’t understand and no one can
Inducted in my own doctrine.
I won’t pass this by
We won’t make this eloquent
But where we fail, you will begin
The first wave surfaces within.
a minor miracle
Hang on...

9. bITTER rAIN

10. bURNING eFFIGY

This path is for the children
That never strove to be men
Monochrome,
monotone,
my eyes won’t lead us anywhere.
Dragged into toxication

Give until forgot
Pretend it’s all we’ve got
We might lose this fight
But land is still in sight

See it all fall down
Like bitter rain
The path of less resistance (Let it go)
Keep waiting for conviction
You resent,
I repent,
though we’ll never really go this far.
Don’t root without an audience
I will do this, and I’ll fail
This is my legacy of no avail
A dream to not just pander
to seperate the facts from slander
As the rain comes down comes crashing down..I await the weight!
You’ll never know
Which way to go
Don’t commit this suicide
because you’re afraid to die

Weak yet stronger
Shield this out (you might end up losing time)
Tear asunder
Fill this out
Become words unspoken
Make all hopes unbroken
because it feels like the dreams are real
Until we stop believing
Follow in distress
Name what you repress
Whispers intertwine
Within this frame of mind
Be strong & make your own memories
Be gone these ancient yesterdays
Run on fumes to the brink of what we are
So consumed by the fears of what we are
So keep on preserving all energy
And feed of this burning effigy

11. A1

12. tomorrow

Another day breaks with my back against the wall
And I can’t explain the jaded melodies
Seems we float in outer space
And the radio keeps playing memories

Chasing dust
Collecting rust
You know

That I can’t let go...I can’t let go
Always been the one...the best of three to come
Little whispers in my head
The rain is gone
Another night collides with a new catch 22
And I can’t compress these faded centuries
Seems we are growing out of space
And the radio keeps playing memories
Everyone is walking out of pace
Everything is floating into space
So get out before the walls cave you in!
And I always knew what this was for..
To be a better man than what I was before

Embrace your fear
Going clear
You know
I’m here and adjusting to shadows
We can’t have it all
Pick up the pieces like mad crows
I turned around and said
We can’t have it all
Let’s find the silence now and just divide this town
Do we belong in here?
Under glass and safe from harm
And better off tomorrow?
So unknown
The soulful will
Keep the mask on
I’m here and adjusting to shadows
Pick up the pieces like mad crows
Let’s find the silence now...
and just divide this town!

13. John Clay is doe (deluxe edition)

14. Deeper

instrumental

And I’ll wait for years
For the signs to reappear
I keep moving in circles
As if I would disappear
Against the waves
I fall in Deeper for days...
To the Sound of golden drums beating slowly
Confounding Sounds providing
All The silver linings
And I’ll wait for this
to find a beaten end
This senseless soaking stillness
the dots create a mind unbend
Through all the wear
my hands seem powerless
To the sound of golden drums beating slowly
Confounding sounds providing
All The silver linings
Let them beat
To the Sound of golden drums ..
To the Sound of broken drums...
Sooner or later it all comes down on me!

15. Reveries
Come on outside and play - let me burn away
Race me around again - let me burn away
We could never be sin - let me burn away
This coalescence’s far from done
The way it’s always been - let me burn away
We could forever flee
Let’s shoot for reveries
We will never be
A broken old symphony
Come on outside and play - let me burn away
Wish we were all born free - let me burn away
But we’ve been taught to repeat - let me burn away
Like a fluorescent heart diseased
On its way to its final beat - let me burn away
But we could forever flee
into this hollow mystery
Let’s head for reveries
rise above this chosen lot
beCause we will never be
more than a hollow mystery
A broken old symphony
Just let me burn away...

